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Imagine a vast library that has no circumference and no center. It contains an 
infinite number of texts, many of which are imperfect copies of other ones. Some 
who use it believe that it includes everything, eternally, while others see it as a 
feverish library in which texts are in danger of changing from one day to the next. All 
who use this library are tantalized and frustrated by it, certain what they seek is 
available, somewhere, yet it is impossible to find among the baffling abundance of 
options.  
 
We’re talking about the Internet, right? 
 
In fact, this “Library of Babel” was described in 1941 in a short story by Jorge Luis 
Borges. Though we tend to think of our libraries as well-organized places full of high-
quality information and the Web a chaotic and shabby imitation, traditional libraries 
and the virtual version have much in common. Both hold a vast amount of material, 
much of it contradictory, of poor quality, and out of date, all of requiring researchers 
to make constant choices as they examine their options. But students usually find 
the Web more convenient to use than libraries, and far simpler in its organization. 
After all, through one simple interface you can find newspaper articles, government 
reports, recipes, and recycled term papers, and send them straight to the printer 
without leaving your computer. When we try to persuade them it’s not all on the 
Internet, they aren’t impressed. They don’t want it all—they simply want enough to 
get the job done. And they’d often rather scan through fifty pages of Google results 
to find what they want than search unfamiliar databases, check holdings, chase 
down books, and photocopy articles. 
 
Though many librarians see this as a disturbing new trend, students are actually 
engaging in the same information-seeking behavior researchers observed before the 
Web was invented. When faced with an information need, a primary criterion most 
searchers consider is convenience. A good answer is valuable, but not if it’s too hard 
to find. This reliance on quick and dirty information isn’t a new vice invented by the 
overscheduled generation. After all, when Ranganathan boiled librarianship down to 
five laws back in 1931, one of them was “save the time of the reader.” Students 
arrive at college familiar with the process of finding information on the Internet, and 
with little or no experience with academic libraries, so it’s not surprising that the 
Web is where they turn. It’s quick, and it’s familiar. 
 
This reliance on information from the Web—that uncontrolled, anarchic space where 
anyone can publish anything—has led to much hand-wringing about the quality of 
Web-based information. In the past five years there have been numerous articles 
and opinion pieces in The Chronicle of Higher Education on the importance of 
teaching students to use the Web wisely—or on how to persuade them to use the 
library instead of the Web. There have been no articles on the importance of 
teaching students to evaluate traditional print resources.  
  
The irony is that students are far more likely to have been exposed, at some level, to 
the need for skepticism when reading Web page. They are certainly much more likely 
to have authored a Web page than to have published their writing in a traditional 
form. They have a grasp of where Web pages come from. They are much less 
informed about how a newspaper story, a study in the New England Journal of 
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Medicine, or a university press book came into existence. They have little idea that 
the processes for determining which stories should be told and how the “facts” 
related in those stories are validated differ significantly from medium to medium. 
When we emphasize the necessity of evaluating Web sources, and urge students to 
seek out “scholarly” sources instead, we may be inadvertently sending the message 
that print sources—particularly those that bear certain external signs of being written 
for an academic audience—are inherently trustworthy. 
 
Students don’t know that book publishers do not employ a stable of fact-checkers to 
verify author’s claims, that getting the facts right is the author’s job. Students don’t 
realize that newspaper reporters have traditions of confirming, whenever possible, 
what they learn from a source and that third-party fact checking is done on a 
selective basis in newsrooms, but that the speed of the news cycle makes it 
impossible to catch every error before they get in print. In a recent week The New 
York Times published nearly ninety corrections—most of them relatively trivial, yet 
an indication that even for the “newspaper of record” the record is imperfect. 
Students have little idea what “peer reviewed” really means. Though we can give 
them checklists of makes a journal article “scholarly,” we don’t always mention that 
a shabby piece of trivial research published in a third-tier journal may be less 
valuable than a rigorously researched and imaginative article in Harper’s. The fact 
that a text has been “edited” or “has gone through the peer review process” doesn’t 
make it true. It simply means an editor and two or three academics in the discipline 
have critiqued it, perhaps suggested changes, and rendered an opinion on whether it 
ought to be published. In a famous experiment reported in Behavior and Brain 
Research in the mid-1980s, Douglas Peters and Stephen Ceci resubmitted articles to 
journals that had previously published them. Most of them were rejected for 
publication. There’s a certain subjectivity in the process that is even more 
pronounced in other media. In the dozens of responses to the Peters and Ceci article, 
one writer reported he’d submitted a novel that had won the National Book Award to 
a number of literary agents and publishers, all of whom declared it wasn’t 
publishable.  
 
Even without being familiar with the vagaries of publishing, students will have to 
negotiate a variety of sources that simply disagree with one another. To do that, 
they will have to make informed guesses about quality, and will have to make them 
quickly. The advice students typically are given about how to evaluate print sources 
is as likely to be taken as they are to brush after every meal. Good hygiene, 
perhaps, but impractical. 
 
Students are told to ask themselves questions such as “what are the author’s 
credentials?” “What is the reputation of the publisher?” and even “How rigorous is 
their peer review process?” Most academics would have a hard time answering these 
questions for sources outside their own discipline. Short of hiring a private 
investigator to conduct a background check for each of their sources, most students 
wouldn’t know how to begin researching these questions. And even if they could, it’s 
unreasonable to expect them to take the time to do so.  
 
Advising students to look up book reviews or check Katz’s Magazines for Libraries 
may be less time-consuming, but still unlikely to be taken seriously by most 
students. And what exactly will students get from the exercise? Even though a 
journal may (or may not) have a reputation, not every article they publish will be 
appropriate for a given project or even particularly valuable. And reviews are 
notoriously poor predictors of the long-range impact of books. Initial responses to 
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Michael Bellesiles book Arming America: The Origins of a National Gun Culture were 
full of praise for a startling and thoroughly-documented argument. It had all the 
markers of being an important piece of scholarship—a highly-credentialed author, a 
well-respected publisher, and excellent reviews. But if a student relied on reviews 
alone, she wouldn’t learn that questions raised about the author’s research led to his 
resignation from a teaching position and the rescinding of a major prize. More 
importantly, asking students to determine quality by looking it up reinforces the 
notion that students can’t evaluate a text themselves, that the only way to know if a 
source is authoritative is to get another authority’s opinion—rather than to learn to 
think for themselves, which would seem the whole point of the exercise.  
 
It may seem I’m suggesting students aren’t willing to or capable of evaluating 
sources, that we’re asking them to do the impossible. Not at all—I know they can do 
it. I’ve interviewed students about their research processes and am impressed by the 
sophisticated ways that students who take pride in their work talk about their 
sources. They constantly choose among the sources they find, and those choices 
aren’t all dictated by convenience.  
 
How do undergraduates who succeed at research evaluate their sources? First, they 
start with an understanding of the rhetorical power of using well-chosen references. 
They are marshalling evidence to support their argument, and they realize that 
strong evidence is more persuasive than weak or second-hand evidence. They 
choose their sources carefully because they’ll be putting them on the stand as expert 
witnesses in their defense. Second, they look for patterns and connections among 
the sources they examine. Within the body of sources available, they look for 
confirmation and conflict, for voices that emerge as ones that are leading the 
discussion on their research question, for dissenting voices, for boundaries between 
different schools of thought. They don’t need to research the authors’ background to 
find out if they are credentialed, they look at how they are situated within the 
literature they’re examining. And finally, they read their sources to see if the ones 
they rely on offer a well-framed argument supported by evidence. 
 
These students see themselves as players in a process of creating knowledge, not as 
transcription clerks. This perception that to do research is to join an ongoing 
conversation about ideas isn’t something we can teach, or hand out as a checklist. It 
can only be learned through modeling, hands-on experience, and frequent practice. 
 
This involvement in the conversation is one of the most important things students 
can take away with them from college. The “facts” will change. The tools will change. 
The reputations of publishers and journals and authors will change. But having the 
confidence to wade into a mass of information, no matter whether it’s on television 
or on the Web, in the committee rooms of Congress or on the shelves of the library 
and sort it out for themselves—that’s something students will need for the rest of 
their lives.  
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